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1. INTRODUCTION 
After the pioneering works by Chazarain [2] and Dubinskii [3] in the 
early seventies, several papers were devoted to higher order differential 
equations in a Banach space, especially for either constant coefficient or 
second order equations. Detailed references can be find in [4, Sect. 25(c)]. 
Very recent results in the constant coefficient case are due to Sandefur [S] 
for second order semilinear equations and to Neubrander [S] for linear 
arbitrary order equations. In a recent paper [7], we considered an 
equation such as 
n-1 
zP)+ ,y Ak(t) u’“‘=f(t), (1.1) 
k=O 
where the operators Ak(t) are linear and have constant domains; by sup- 
posing that Eq. (1.1) is parabolic (for a precise definition see Hypotheses 
(HI)-(HII) in Section 2, which are somewhat more restrictive than 
Dubinskii’s ones) and that the coefficients are Holder-continuous, we were 
able to exhibit an “evolution operator,” allowing to solve the Cauchy 
problem, if the initial data were all zero, but the (n - 1)th. This 
parabolicity assumption reduces to the classical hypotheses of Tanabe [lo] 
and Sobolevskii [9] if n = 1 and is suggested by the possibility of applying 
the abstract results to mixed boundary value problems in a cylinder for 
Petrovskii parabolic equations of higher order in t. 
In this paper, we develop further this method, in order to prove existence 
and uniqueness of both classical and strict solutions of general Cauchy 
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problems for Eq. ( 1.1). It follows from a result by Brkzis and Fraenkel [ 1 ] 
that a necessary condition for a strict solution to exist is that the initial 
data satisfy a suitable relation with respect to the domains of the coef- 
ficients in Eq. ( 1.1). We do not know if such a condition is necessary for the 
existence of classical solutions, too; however, by supposing that it holds for 
all elements of suitable Banach spaces defined by means of the domains of 
the coefficients (Hypothesis (HIV) in the subsequent Sect.2), we are able to 
prove existence and uniqueness for both classical and strict solutions of 
every Cauchy problem for Eq. (1.1). It is worthwhile to note that, if 
Hypothesis (HIV) is satisfied, the same arguments used in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5(e) allow to handle, in the constant coefficient case, more 
generally initial data than those considered in [6]. Let us now give a plan 
of the paper. In Section 2 some notations are established and the 
hypotheses are set forth; in Section 3 we recall several known results, we 
solve some Volterra integral equations and we give some estimates for their 
solutions; in Section 4 n different evolution operators for Eq. (1.1) are 
exhibited and their main properties are proved; at last, in Section 5 
existence and uniqueness of classical and strict solutions of the Cauchy 
problem are established. 
Applications to partial differential equations of our abstract results are 
not given here; however, we note that the verification of Hypotheses 
(HI)-(HII) (in the Lp case) can be made as in 16. Sect. 51, while 
Hypothesis (H III) is obvious, if the coefficients of the partial differential 
equation are Hiilder-continuous in t, uniformly in the space variables. As 
long as Hypothesis (HIV) is concerned, several simple situations where it 
holds are shown in [ 11. 
2. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Let X be a complex Banach space, let n be a fixed positive integer and let 
T be a fixed positive real number. For every t E [0, T] and for every 
k E {O, I,..., n - 1 }, we are given a linear operator A,(t), whose domain and 
range are contained in X. In the sequel we shall always suppose the follow- 
ing hypotheses hold true. 
(HI) The operators Ak(f) are densely defined and closed, Vt E [O. T], 
and Vk E [O, l,..., n - 1); furthermore, the domain of Ak( t) is independent of 
t (we shall denote it by 9(Ak)) and there exist r,, #X?E R+, such that 
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Let us set A,(t) = Z, Vt E [0, T], and 
P(A, t) = f A”A,(t), %EC, ?E [O, T]. 
k=O 
P(A, t) will be an operator in X with domain 9(P) E n;=h 3(Ak). We shall 
say that A E @ belongs to the resolvent set of the operator pencil P(1, t) 
(and we write A E p (P(., t)), if and only if the linear operator P(A, t) has an 
everywhere defined bounded inverse, which we shall denote by P- ‘(A, t). 
(HII) There exist M, E [w+ and 0~ ]n/2, rc[, such that: 
(a) SH = {zE @ I larg zl d Q} u (0) c p(P(., t)), Vte [0, T]; 
(b) jIAk(t) P-‘(& t)l/ <M,(l + 1ll))k, VIE&, Vke {o,..., n}, 
VJtE [O, T]. 
(H III) There exist M, E iw + and CI E 10, 11, such that: 
VkE (0 ,..., n- l}, VX,E~(A,), and Vt, SE [0, T]. 
Hypothesis (HIII) is slightly different from the corresponding one in 
[7]: however, it is readily proved that Hypotheses (H I)-(H III) imply 
Hypothesis (III) there. If n > 1, we need a further hypothesis, which is the 
necessary and sufficient condition by Brezis and Fraenkel [l] for a vector- 
valued function with initial derivatives in different Banach spaces to exist. 
Let X, (p= -l,...,n- 1) be the Banach space &!!,+, 9(A,), equipped 
with the norm IIxII,, = C; =p+, IIAk(O)xll. Hence, X_, = 9(P) and 
x ,,- I =A’. If /ZE (0 ,..., n-2}, ,YEX, and VEX ,, set VteiW+, 
~~‘Ilx-dII,-1 
l=h+l > 
and Lh( t, x) = inf{ L,,( t, x, $) I tj E X1 >. 
(HIV) Let /ZE (0 ,..., n-2). Then, Lh(t,~)-+,+O+ 0, VXEX~. 
We explicitly note that (HIV) is Brezis and Fraenkel’s hypothesis for 
n + 1 spaces, written in a form more convenient for our purposes. Hence, 
even for second order equations, it is not automatically satisfied (see [ 1, 
Remark 1 ] ). 
3. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let 8, E 1742, Q[ be fixed. We shall always denote by y the curve in the 
complex plane formed up by the two half-lines {p exp( fi0,) 1 p 3 I} and 
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by the arc of circle {exp(+) 1 -8, <b 6 B,}, oriented in such a way that 
the arc of circle is traversed counterclockwise. Furthermore, set 
A=((t,.s)E[W2~O~S<t~T}. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let us set 
exp(A(t-s)) P ‘(&s)dE.. 
where p is any nonnegative integer, if (t, s) E A. while p E (O,..., n - 2 ). if 
(I, .s)Ed: v,, ,(r, t)=Z, VfE [O, T]. 
The following proposition, proved in [7], exhibits all required properties 
of the operators V,,. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (a) V,,(t, t) =O, V’te [0, T] and Vp6 (0 ,..., n -2 1; 
(b) V,(t,s)~~(X),V(t,s)~AandVp~~+u~0~; 
(cl V/Jr, s)E:L?‘(X), V(t, S)E~ and VIE (0 ,..., n- I ); 
(d) l’,+%(A;9$%‘)), VpeZ+ u (0); 
(e) Vp E Z+ u {0} and Vk E {O ,..., n}, there e.uists C,,,, E R +, such thut 
llAk(T) qt, s)ll < Cp.k(k# p ‘, ‘d(t,s,~A, 
VT E [O, TJ 
litA,(A,(a)) v,,(t, S)ll dC,,,(f-.$ ’ ‘(T-o-)‘, V(t, S)E A, 
VT, 0 E [o. 7-1; 
(f) V,EV(& Y(X)), VP’PE (O,..., n-2); 
(8) v,, I is strongly continuous in 2; 
(h) ii:’ V,(t, s) = V,,(t, s) in the unjform operator topology, V(t, s) E A 
and Vp E N; !f p 6 n - 2, the assertion holds true V( t, s) E 2; 
(i) 8; ‘V”(i,S)X) ,=., =x, VXEX, VSE [O, T[; 
ci) ~,,(Ls)xE~(P), VXEX, V(t,s)~d and Vpd, u {O); if 
p 6 n - 2, the assertion holds true V( t, s) E ii; 
(k) the function (t, t, s) -+ Ak(T) b’,(t, s) is continuous in [0, T] x A in 
the uniform operator topology Vk E {O,..., n - 1 ) and Vp E Z + u {O}; the 
same assertion holds true in [0, T] x 3 ifk 3 p + 2; furthermore, thefunction 
(t, 1, s) -+ A,, ,(T) b’,(t, s) is strong1.y continuous in [0, T] x 6, If‘ 
p E {O,..., M - 2). 
Let hg {O,..., n- 2). We shall call evolution operator of order /I for 
Eq. (1.1) a function Uh: a-+ 9(X,,, X), such that: 
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(i) the function (t, S) + Ak(t) 8;k U,(t, s)x is defined and continuous 
in d, Vx E X, and Vk E {O,..., n}; 
(ii) YZco Ak( t) 8: U,(t, s)x = 0, Vx E X,, and V(t, S) E A; 
(iii) lim, +S+ @U,(t, s)x = 6,,x, where 6,,, is Kronecker’s symbol. By 
Theorem 3 in [6], we know that the solution of Eq. (1.1) with frozen coef- 
ficients at t = s such that U(‘)(S) = 6,,x (r = O,..., n - 1) must have the form 
c;=,+, Vk-h-1 (t, s) A,(s)x; thus we look for the evolution operator of 
order h in the form 
U,(t, s) Xh = 2 ffk-h- I(4 s) A,(s)x 
k=h+l 
+ 1’ Vo(t, 7) &,(T, S) xh 6 XEX,. t3.1 h) 
s 
A formal calculation shows that the integral R, must solve the Volterra 
integral equation 
(6 $1 E A, xh E xh, (3.2h) 
where K +i(t,S)= -x;:A(Ak(t)-Ak(S)) Vk(t,s) and, if hE{O,...,n-2}, 
Kh(t> s, xh = - C;=h+ 1 CyLd tAitt) - Aj(s)) Vk-h+i-l(f, 3) A/c(S) xh. If 
h = n - 1 in Eq. (3.2,) we have the integral equation considered in [7]; in 
the following we shall denote its solution by R,- , . To solve the integral 
equation (3.2,), we need the following two lemmata, the first of which was 
proved in [7] as Lemma 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.3. The operator K,- , is continuous from A to Z(X); further- 
more, there exists B, E [w +, such that 
IIK-,(t,s)ll <B,(t-s)‘-‘, V( t, s) E A. (3.3) 
LEMMA 3.4. Let h E (0 ,..., n- 2). Then, the operator Kh is continuous 
from A to 2(X, ; X); furthermore, there exists B, E II8 +, such that 
iirchtt, s, Xhil GB,(t-s)“-’ IIXhl,h, (3.4h) 
Vx, E X, and V(t, s) E A. 
Proof The assertion about continuity of Kh follows easily by 
Proposition 3.2(k). Let now XE X,; then, by (HIV), there exists 8,~ R+, 
such that, Vt E Is, s + S,[, 3y, E X-, , so that 
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We have 
Kh(f,S)X= - i “f (A;(t)-Ai(S)) v k h+, ,(t,s)(A,(s)x-Ak(s)?‘,) 
k=h+l ,=O 
- ‘1;; (27ri))’ j Ai--h--l exp(j.(t-s))(A,(t)-A,(s)) ~9, dil I. 
By Proposition 3.2(e) and by (3.5,), it follows easily that, if f-s < 6,, then 
IIZ,(t, s, x)11 < C,(t - s)~ -- I, I = 1, 2. Furthermore, by residue theorem, we 
get Z,(t,s,x)= -~~=o((h-i)!)~‘(t-s)h~‘(Ai(t)-A,(s))y,, so that, 
lIZ,(t, 3, x)ll 6 CA?-.sY ‘, if r-s<6, 
Suppose now t - s 3 6 ‘i. Then, by Proposition 3.2( e ). 
I((?-.s)‘~ nK*(t, .s)xll dC, f (t-s)” k +’ IIAk(.S),Yll 
k=h+ I
d C, maxi 1, S: ‘1 + ‘j jjxlj,,. 
Thus (((I - s) ’ -‘&(t, s)x(i <: $03, V(t, s) E d and VXE A’,,. By the uniform 
boundedness principle it then follows the assertion. 
By the standard theory of Volterra integral equations with a weakly 
singular kernel and by Lemmata 3.3 and 3.4, we straightforwardly get the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let h E { 0 ,..., n - 2); then the integral equation (3.2,,) 
has a unique solution Rh which is continuous ,fiom A to 9(X,,; X); ,further- 
more, there exists B, E I%! +, such that 
ll&(l, s)xll B &(t - s)’ ’ ll.4,,, (3.6) 
V(t,s)EA andVxEX,,. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let h E (0 ,..., n - 23 and let jl E 10, z[. Then, Vt, z, s E [0, T] 
such that s < T < t, we have: 
llK,_,(t,S)-K,,~,(T,S)ll6C,(t-T)”(T-S)” ” ‘; (3.7 
II&(f, .s)x - &(T, S)Xll d c,(t - T)‘(T - S)” ” ’ IlXl~,,, vx E x,; (3.8,, 
ll&(f, s)x- R,(z, s)xll d C,(t- T)“(T-S)z-“- I /Ix~(,~, vx E x,, . (3.9,, 
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Proof. Inequality (3.7) was proved in [7, Lemma 3.51. Let us prove 
(3.8,). Let XEX,. Then 
K/Jf,S)X-&(7,s)x= - i y(Ai(t)-Aj(7)) Vk-h+i-‘(t,S)A/JS)X 
k=h+l I=0 
- i “2’ (Ai(7)-Ai(S))(I/k-h+i~l(f,S) 
k=h+L r=O 
= Z,(t, 7, s)x + Z,(t, 7, s)x. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, choose y, E X_ r satisfying (3.5,). Then, 
rl(t~ 7, s)x= - i ng’ (Ai(f)-Ai(7))Vk~h+i~I(f,s)(Ak(s)x-Ak(s)y,) 
k=h+l i=O 
+ i “f(A;(1)--A,(7)) Vk~h+;-l(t,S)Ak(S)y, 
k=O i=O 
- ‘i’ (2ni))’ J Aiehp’ exp(d(t-s))(, 
i=o 1. 
If t-s<6,, Proposition 3.2(e) and (HIV easily show that 
~~J,(t,z,s,~)~~dC,(t-z)“(t-~)~~‘~C~(t-~)’(~-~s)-‘, j=l,2. Further- 
more, by residue theorem, it turns out that J3(fr r, S, x) = 
-C:=, ((h-i)!) -’ (t-~)~-‘(A~(t)-A,(r)) y,. By (HIII) and (3.5,), we 
get IIJj(t,r, s,~)~~~C~(r-t)‘(t-~)~‘~C~(t-~)~(~-~)~’. Hence, if 
t-s<Li,, 
lIZ,(t,t,s)x~l <C,(t-7)*(7-s)-‘. 
A quite analogous argument shows that 
(3.10) 
II 
i y (Ai(7)-A. ,(s)) v,-,+;&,(t,s)‘$&)x dc,(7-s)a-1T 
k=h+l i=O II 
ift-s<6,.Ifwenowchoosey,EX..,, satisfying (3.5,) with t replaced by 
t, by arguing as above we get 
II 
f “?I (Ai(7)-Ai(s)) v ~ k h+;&,(75,S)Ak(Sb 
k=h+l i=O 
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if z--s<b,. Hence, if t-s<6,, 
lIZ*(t, Ts)xll = C,(T - sy ‘. (3.11 ) 
On the other hand. as 
Z*(t, T, s)x = - y J’ (A;(T) - A,(s)) v, ,,+,(o, s)A,(s)x dcr. 
k=h+l ,=O T 
if we choose, V’a E [r, t], y, E X-, , satisfying (3.5,,) with I replaced by 0, we 
get 
+ 2 “1’ I’(Ai(T)-Ai( VA /I+,(a,.S)A,(.S)~,L~~ 
k--O i-0 r 
exp(i.(a -.s))(A,(T)-il,(.s)).v, rli 
= i Q,( t, T, s, x). 
,=I 
By Proposition 3.2(e) and by (HIV), we easily get, if t - .s < 6,, 
Applying residue theorem, we can see that the same estimate holds for Q7. 
too. Thus, 
llzr(t, T, .S)Xll 6 c,(f - T)(T -,S)’ *. (3.12) 
By (3.11) and (3.12) we get, if t-s-cd,, 
Ilz2(t, T, S)Xll < c,(t-T)z(T-S) ‘. (3.13) 
By (3.10) and (3.13), we have that, ift-s<6,., 
IlEch(t~ .7)x - K/,(5, s)xli d c,,( t - T)'(T -S) '. (3.14) 
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Suppose now T - s > 6,/2. Then, by Proposition 3.2(e) and by (HI), we get 
II(z-S)z~(t,Z,S)XII~C~~(t-S)a+’ I 1 : ,:,, (“-S)h-k-l IiAk(s)xil da 
< C,, max{ 1, (6,/2Yp”+“} llxllh(t- t)“, 
so that ll(t--r))“(r-.s)(&(t, s)x-K,(r, s)x)ll <n,(x), if either t<s+6, 
or r > s + 6,/2. Here, n r(x) is a positive real number depending on x but 
not on t, r, s. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.4, 
IlKJt, s)x-Uc s)xll < c,,((t-s)x-’ + (~-W’H4 
G 2C,,(7 -ST l Lllh, 
so that, if t<s+6, or r>s+6,/2, 
Il(t-T)~~(T-s)~+~-“(Kh(t,S)X-Kh(T,S)X)(I d/l,(x). 
At last, suppose r <s + 6,/2 <s + 6, < t. Then, by Lemma 3.4, 
II(~-~)‘+p-l(Kh(f,S)X--Kh(~,S)X)II 
~C,,(T-s)‘+~~~((t-s)“-‘+(t-s)~~‘)~~X~~h 
~c,,(~./2)~“lIxllh(f-t)~. 
Thus, Vt, r, s and VXE X,,, we get that 
By the uniform boundedness principle, it then follows (3.8,). The proof of 
inequality (3.9,) can be carried out as in Lemma 3.5 in [7], keeping in 
mind (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8,). 
To handle strict solutions we shall need the following estimates, which 
are sharpened forms of previous results. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let h E { 0 ,..., n - 1 }; then 
IlUf, s)xll d C,(~--s)“IIXll& ,, (3.15,) 
II&z(t, s)ll d CA-~YIIXIIh~I, (3.16,) 
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Proof Suppose x E X-, . Then, by residue theorem, K,(t, s)x = 
-C;:d (Ai - Ai( Vi- r(t, s) A,(s)x- (A,(t) - A,(s))x. By Propo- 
sition 3.2(e) and by (HIII), it follows that (3.15), holds true. Suppose now 
h>O and let XEX~-,. Then, by (HIV), there exists 6 ‘i E R +, such that, 
Vr E Is, s + S,[, 3y, E X-, , so that 
Lh-,(f-S, x, y,)< 1. (3.17,,) 
Now, 
Kh(f,J)x= - f “f’ (A,(t)-A,(s)) VA -h+, ,(f, .s) AJ4.u 
k=h r=O 
,1 I 
+ 1 (A,(t)- Ai( v, ,(L .s) Ah(‘F1.Y 
r=O 
= I,(& s)x + Z,(t, .s)x. 
By Proposition 3.2(e) we get 1/Z2(t, s)xil d C,(t-s)’ II-Y//,, , , while, if we 
argue as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, but using (3.17,?) instead of (3.5,,), we 
get IlZ,(t,s)xll <C,(t-s)‘, if t-s<6,. On the other hand, if t-sad,, by 
Lemma 3.4 we have IIK,,(t, s)xll < C, 6; ‘(t-s)” I~.~ll,,~  An application of 
the uniform boundedness principle then proves (3.15,z). 
By the successive approximation method, it then follows (3.16,T). 
LEMMA 3.8. Lrt h~(0 ,..., n- 1) ~ndlet p~]O,x[; then 
li&(t, .s)x- &(t, s)xll d C,(f - r)“(f -.s)’ ‘ili.‘ll,r , . (3.18,,) 
lIRh(t,s)~~-R,,(s,s)xll dC,(t-r)“(r-.T)Z ‘q.Y/!,i ,) (3.19,,) 
Vt, t, s E [0, T], such that s < z < t, und V.x E X,, , 
Proof: Suppose x E X , Then, by residue theorem. 
&(t, .s)x - K”k .s)x = 
i 
- “c’ (A,(r) - A,(s)) v, ,(t, .s) A,,(s) .Y 
i = 0 
+ ‘y (A,(z) - A,(s)) I/, ,(T. s) A,,(s) x 
,=O ! 
-(Ao(tAo(?).~)=Q,(f, 5. S)X+Q,(t, T.S.Y. 
By (HIII), we get liQ,(f, r, s)xil d C,(t-r)zl~.u~~ ,, and, arguing as in the 
prOOf of Lemma 3.5 in [7], l/Q,(f, T, s)xii < C,(r - s)~ ~1.~11 , On the other 
hand, by Proposition 3.7, 
liK,,(r,.s)X--“(t,.S)Xll ~C,((t-s)“+(T-.S)l)/!.Yjl , <c,(f-.S)71/Xl/ ,. 
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It then follows (3.18,). Suppose now h > 0. Using the same notations as in 
the proof of Lemma 3.6, we have 
r,(t? z? s)x= - i ‘2’ (Ai(t)-Aj(z)) Vk-h+i-I(f, S)Ak(S)X 
k=h i=O 
+ c (Ai(t)-Ai(s)) vi- I(t, s, Ah(s)x. 
i=O 
The second term can be estimated, in view of Proposition 3.2(e), by 
C,(t - 7)’ llxll,, ~, ; if we handle the first term as in the proof of Lemma 3.6, 
but using (3.17,) instead of (3.5,), we see that it can be estimated by 
C,(t - z)‘, if t - s < 6,. Quite analogously, we get 
Il~z(4 z, Jbll d C,(t -SIX if t--s<S,. (3.20) 
On the other hand, 
Z,(t, 7, s)x= - i “-f jr(A;(T)-Ai(S)) Vkph+i(rJ, s) A,(s)xdcJ 
k=,, i=O 7 
By Proposition 3.2(e), we have 
IIJz(t, r’, s)xll ~C,, j-‘(s-.~)‘(a-s)-’ IIxI/~-~ do 
r 
~c,,(t-z)(~---S)‘~lIIXllh~,, (3.21) 
while arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.6, it turns out that 
lIJ,(f, z, s)xll d Cdt - TNT -sY ~ ‘9 if t--S<S,r. (3.22) 
By (3.20))(3.22) we finally get liZ,(t, r, s)xli <A,(x)(t-z)“, if t-s ~6,. 
Thus, if t-s < S,, IlKJt, s)x - K,(z, s)xll < A,(x)(t - 7)“. On the other 
hand, by Proposition 3.7, IIKh(t, s)x - Kh(r, s)xll < C,,(t - s)’ IIxllh, so that 
IIKh(t, S)X-Kh(T, s)xll ~n,(~)(t-z)~(t-s)“~~, if t-s<&; here /i,(x) 
(i = 1, 2, 3) is independent of t, z, s. Furthermore if r-s 2 6,/2, by 
Lemma 3.6 we get ilKh(t,S)X--h(Z,S)XII <c,,(6,/2)-’ (t-r)’ 
(t--s)“L--iiXIih, while, if z < s + 6,/2 < s + 6, < t, by Proposition 3.7 we have 
IIK,(t, Sb--/z(?S)Xll ~C,,(6,/2)-“(t-z)B(t--s)‘-Bllxllh-,. 
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Then, i\(t - T) -“(t --s)~~~ ‘(Kh(t, s)x-K,(s, s)x)li d n,(s). An application 
of the uniform boundedness principle then proves (3.18,,). The inequality 
(3.19,) follows, if we argue as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [7]. 
4. THE EVOLUTION OPERATORS 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let us set, V’h, p E { 0 ,..., n - 1 j and V’s E X,,. 
By Propositions 3.2(e) and 3.5 and by Proposition 3.4 in [7], we get. if 
(t,.s)~A and XEX,~, 
II v/Jr, 7) R,(T, .s)-xll d C,(f - T)” I’ ‘(TV.s)l ’ Ils~l,,; (4.1 1 
hence, the integral defining W,,,p is absolutely convergent and 
W,,,,E W(X,, I’). We note that the operator W,, I-f’ coincides with the 
operator W, defined in 171. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. We haoe 
(a) $h, PE [O ,..., n- l}, V(t,s)~d andV.u~X,,, 
I/ W,,,,( t, .s).xll d C,( f - s)” ” ’ 1 ’ lysl( ,) : 
(b) W,,,E’~(~;~(X,,, X)), Vh, PE (0 ,..., n- 1 j;furthermore, W,,,, is 
n - 1 times continuously partially d$‘erentiahle \zlifh respect to f in all qf‘d in 
the topology qf Y( X,, , X) and we have 
ayw,Lo(t, J) = Wh./AL s), V(f,S)E/1, p= l...., YI- I; 
(c) V’h E {O ,..., n - 1 } and Vx E X,l, W,,.,(t, S).Y E X,] , und 
IlAk(f) Wh& s)xll dCd-.~Y “+2 ’ ll4,,> 
V( t, s) E A, Vp E { 0 ,..., n - 2 > and V’k E ( p + l,..., n 1; ,furthermore, fhe function 
(f,s)+Ak(t) W,,,(t,.~)iscontinuousfromdto~(X,,,X),ifp~ {O ,..., n-2) 
and k - p 3 1, while (t, s) + A,(t) W,,Jt, s)x is continuous in A, V’.YE A’,,; 
(d) Vh E {O,..., n - 1 k, W,,O is n times strongly confinuousl~v parfiallj, 
differentiable with respect to t in A and we have 
c3;wh,,(t, s)x=&(f, s)x+ [’ V,,(f, t) R,,(T, s)xdr, 
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Vx E X,, and V( t, s) E A, where the integral must be considered as an improper 
Riemann integral; 
(e) Vh E {O,..., n - 1 }, Vp E {O,..., n }, Vk E { p ,..., n } and Vx E A’, ~ ,,, we 
have 
hence, the function (t, s) + A,(t) W,,r(t, s)x is continuous in A and 
lim t-s+ ~:wh,cl(t,S)x=o. 
The proof is quite similar to that of Proposition 4.2 in [7], but makes 
use of Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 and of Lemmata 3.6 and 3.8; thus it will be 
omitted. We also have 
LEMMA 4.3. Let h E { 0 ,..., n - 1); then, Vx E X,,, the integrals 
s ’ A,(t) v/At, 7) M7, SIX d7, p = O,..., n, \ 
are convergent improper Riemann integrals; furthermore, the functions 
M+jYp(t) v,kWh( 9 1 d 7 s x 7 are strongly continuous in A. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Vh E (0 ,..., n - 1 } and V( t, s) E 2, set 
U,Jt,s)x= i V&h- ,(L s) A&)x+ w/J4 s)x, XEX,. 
k=h+l 
We note that U,,+ r is the evolution operator exhibited in [7]. The next 
result shows that the operators Uh now defined are indeed evolution 
operators and establishes their main properties. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose (HI )( H IV) hold true. Then, Vh E (O,..., n - 1 } : 
(a) U, E %?(A; 9(X,,, X)); furthermore, Uh is continuous in the uniform 
operator topology even in A, if h > 0, while U0 is only strongly continuous at 
points (t, t); 
(b) uh is continuously partially differentiable n - 1 times with respect 
to t in A, in the topology of P( X,, X), and we have 
a:uh(t,S)= i vk+p-h-,(t,S)Ak(S)+ Wh,p(t,S), 
k=h+l 
V( t, s) E A and Vp E { l,..., n - 1 j; the same type of dtfferentiability holds, up 
to the order h - 1, in all of ii; 
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(c) V, is strongly continu0u.sl.y partially differentiable n times \c,ith 
respect to t in A and we have 
v k+,7--,1- ,(t, s) A,(s)x+ R,,(t. .s)u 
k:h+l 
+ 1’ I’,,(& t) R,(t, x).x dr, 
-, 
V(t,s)EA andVxEX,,; 
Cd) c’yu,,(t, sb~X,>~ ,. t/x E X,,, V( t, s) E A und Vp E {O .. . . . PI - I i : 
(e) the ,function (t, s) + Ak(t) ?fV,,(t, S) is continuous in the topology, 
of’ Y( X,,, X) in A, if k -p > 1 and in d, if k - p > n - h + 1; ,furthermore, it 
is strongly continuous in A, if k - p >, 0, and in d, [f’k - p > 1, and we hare. 
b’p~ (0 ,..., n-1) undVxEX,,, ~fV,l(t,.s),~1,,,,=(S,7,,.)i. 
(f) Vx E X,, und V( t, s) E A, 
,t,, A,(t) c’)U,Jt. .s).Y=o; 
(8) kt XEX,,- 1; then, Vp E (O,.... n - I ), the ,fimction 
(t, s) + A,,(t) iifU,,(t, s)x is continuous in a und there r.uist.s the limit 
lim f i, , ?;U,,( t, .s)x; furthermore, 
i Ak(t)ii;Vlr(t,s)=O, V(t,.s)Ed 
k -0 
Proqf: Properties (a)-(d) and (f) follow from Propositions 3.2 and 4.2. 
Let us prove (e). In view of Propositions 3.2 and 4.2 and of (b), we need 
only to prove that, Vp E (0 ,..., n - 1 ) and Vk E i p + I...., n:. 
,=I+~, A,(O) V,,, ,l ,(t, .s) A,(J).\- + &,,,A,(OLK 
VXEX~, as t+s+. Let EER+. Then, by (HIV), there exists 6~iw+, such 
that, V( t, s) E A, t -s < 6, 3y,,, _ .) E X-- , satisfying 
Lh( t - s, x, .l’,.,, ( ) < 1:. (4.2,, 1 
SO. 
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= i Ak(O) V,+p~h~I(t,S)(Aj(S)X--j(S)y,,t~.~) 
/=h+ I 
+ (2rci))’ p-“-I ev(4t-s)) A,(O)Y,,,- ,dJ 
,’ 
- i A/c(O) v,+p~h~,(r.ja,(.~)r,,-.=,~, $‘p’k’&(l, S, XI. 
/=O 
By Proposition 3.2(e) and by (4.2,) we get 
llzpk.t: ( t s x)11 6 C,&(t-s)k--p-‘, 3 7 I= 1, 3. (4.3) 
Furthermore, by residue theorem, it follows that Z>p,k*c(t, s, x) = 0, if 
p>h+l while Z~~~~“~“(r,~,x)=((h-p)!)~‘(t-s)~~~A~(O)y~,~~~,,, if <h. 
If p <h, by (4.2,)) we get 
Ilzp*kqf, s, x)11 < E(f -s)h-P, if kah+ 1, 
lIz!ykqt, s, x)11 <&(t-s)k-p-‘, if k< h. 
(4.4) 
Thus, since k 2 p + 1, we get by (4.3) and (4.4) if p # h: 
II 
jz;+,Ak,,, V,+p~h~,(t,s)Ai(i)xll 
< (2C, + 1 )E, if O<t-s<min{l,6,}. 
On the other hand, if p = h, 
Ilz;‘p’k’c(t, 3 x) - Jdk(o)xll < &, 
in view of (4.2,,), if t-s < 6,. By (4.3) and (4.5) we finally get 
II 
i A#) vj- ,(t, s) A,(s)x-&(0)x < (22, + I)&, 
,=h+l /I 
if O<t-s<min(l,6,}. 
So, (e) is proved. Finally, let us prove (g). 
Suppose, first, x E X r. Then, by residue theorem, 
A,(O) aPuo(t, .y)x 
(4.5) 
= ~,o~p(Ob- A,(O) vp- I(4 s) Ao( + A,(O) Wo,,(4 3)x. 
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Since A,(O) Vpp,(f,~)y+O, as t-+x+, V.~EX, and keeping in mind 
Proposition 4.2(e), the first assertion is proved if h = 0. Let now be h 3 I 
and let x E X,, , . Then, 
A,(O) apu,tt, s)x 
+ A,(O) Wh.,‘(4 .y)*x. 
Here, as above, the second and the third term go to zero, while the sum 
can be handled exactly as in the proof of (e). 
BY the same arguments as before, it turns out that 
?ylJ,(t, S).Y -+ -A,,(s)x, as t +s+. It then follows that the last assertion 
holds, too. 
5. THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let X,,E X,, (h = 0 ,..., n - I) and let ,f’: [0, T] -+ X. A 
function u: [0, T] + X will be called a classical solution of the Cauchy 
problem 
i 
i A,(r) zP’=,f(t). 
k-=0 (5.1 1 
u”“(0) = .Y,r, 12 = o..... n - 1, 
if u~(n;r=~%(;‘“‘([O, T];X,))n(n:l_,~“)(]O, 7J:X, ,)), u satisfies the 
differential equation in 10, T] and u’“‘(O) = x,,. h = 0 ,.... II ~ I. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let xh E X,, ~, (h = 0 ,..., n - I ) and let ,f’: [0, T] -+ X. A 
function c: [0, T] -+ X will be called a strict solution of the Cauchy 
problem (5.1) if 2: E fly=, %““( [0, r]; X, , ), I‘ satisfies the differential 
equation in [0, r] and ~(“‘(0) =x/,, h = 0 ,..,, n -- 1. 
From Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 in [7] and from Theorem 4.5, we 
immediately get the following existence results. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose Hypotheses (H I)-(H IV) hold true. if’ I,, E A’,, 
(h = O,..., n - 1) and f is Hiilder-continuous, then the fiinction 
is a classicul solution of problem (5.1 ), 
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THEOREM 5.4. Suppose Hypotheses (H I)-(H IV) hold true. Zf xh E X, ~ , 
(h = O,..., n - 1) and f is Hiilder-continuous, then the function (5.2) is a strict 
solution of problem (5.1). 
We have now to prove uniqueness of solutions; let us begin by strict 
ones. 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose Hypotheses (H I)-( H IV) hold true. Then problem 
(5.1) has at most one strict solution. 
ProoJ: Suppose v is a strict solution of problem (5.1) with f= 0 and 
Xh = 0, h = 0, l)...) n-l. Fix t~]0, T] and, ifjc{O ,..., n-l>, set 
vj(s) = (2zi))’ J exp(A(t-s)) P-‘(A, t) 
Y 
x i Ilk- ‘Ak(f) v(j’(s) dA, SE [0, t[. 
k=,fl 
Since v(j)~%“‘)( [0, T]; A’- i), it follows that vie #‘)( [0, t[; X) and that 
v,!(s)= -(2ni)-’ j exp(A(t--s)) P-‘(A, t) f AkAk(t) v(j)(s)dA 
i’ k=j+l 
+ (2xi)-’ j exp(A(t--s)) P-I(%, t) i Akp’Ak(f) v(i+‘)(s)dA 
, 
= w,l(s) + wj*(s). 
k=j+l 
(5.3) 
Since v”‘(O) = 0 (j = O,..., n - 1) implies vi(O) = 0, we get, VE E IO, t[: 
i 
‘~Ev;(s)ds=vj(t-c)=(2xi)~‘~ exp(Ae)P-‘(A,t) 
0 Y 
x i Ak-‘Ak(f)v”)(f-&)dA. 
k=j+l 
(5.4) 
If k > j+ 1, we integrate k-j- 1 times by parts, obtaining 
[ipE wj2(s) As= -(2ni)-‘s A’-’ exp(1.s) P-‘(A, t) 
t’ 
n-l 
x 1 i Ak~‘Ak(t)v’“(t-E)d;l 
l=j+l k=l+l 
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+jipc((27Cp’j, I.‘exp(A(t-s)) Pm’(3., t) 
I 
X "c' Ak(t) P(s) dl) ds 
k=,+l 
-jdp’((27ri) ‘j, %‘exp(i.(t-s)) P ‘(I., t) 
x c Ak(s) U(~)(S) dA (5.5) 
k = 0 
If j > 0, we integrate j times by parts, so obtaining: 
1: ” n,,,(s) ds = -(27ci)-’ j i.‘-’ exp(Ae) P ‘(i., 1) 
,-I II 
x 1 c 3," 'Ak(f) u"'(t- c) d2 
I=0 k=j+ I 
+[i ‘((2ni)- j j.‘exp(A(r-.s)) Pm ‘(& t) 
x i ikAk(t) o(s)dA d.7. 
k=O > 
If k > 0, let us integrate the last integral k times by parts; we get 
jc: ” w,‘(s) ds= -(2ni)-’ j ivim ’ exp(ic) P ‘(L, t) 
/-I n 
xc 1 ;Ik 'A,(t)u"'(f-t:)di 
l=Ok=ltl 
+ Qmm” ((27ri)-’ j, E.‘exp(l(t -s)) P ‘(A, t) 
x i Ak(t) U(~)(S) d/l ds. 
! k=O 
(5.6) 
We note that equality (5.6) holds true even ifj= 0. By (5.3)-(5.6) we get 
u,(r-~)=j’~‘((2ni)~~’ j Ljexp(A(r-s)) P ‘(& t) 
0 r 
n-l 
x ,c, (Ak(t)- Ldk(S)) dk)(.s) dl 
> 
ds 
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- (271i)-l J A’-’ exp(le) PP’(A, t) 
Y 
n-l n 
x 1 c n”-‘A,(t)o(“(t-&)dL. (5.7) 
I=0 k=l+l 
l+J 
It is easy to see that lim, _ o+ v,( t - E) = di)( t), 
&-I+ jimmE ((2ni)-l ilIjexp(l(t-s)) P-‘(1, t) 
n-l 
x 1 (Ak(t) - Ak(s)) U(~)(S) dll 
k=O 
=I: ((2ni)p1[, Ajexp(l(t-s)) P’(il, t) 
X ,To tAkcf) - Ak(S)) u’k’(d dl 4 
lJf+ (271i)-l j Ajpl exp(As) P-‘(1, t) 
1’ 
,I ~ 1 
XC Ii rik-‘Ak(t)z+‘)(t-~)dA=O. 
l=j+ 1 k=/+ 1 
So, we have to calculate, if Jo {l,..., n - 1 }, the limit as E + 0+ of the 
following integral 
-(2ni)-‘ j A’-’ 
,-I n 
exp(,k) P-‘(A, t) 1 C Ak-‘A,(t) v(‘)(t - E) dA. (5.8) 
1’ I=0 k=l+l 
By Taylor’s formula, the last integral is equal to 
j-l n 
- (27ci)y’ j I,‘- ’ exp(Ae) P-‘(A, t) 1 1 AkP’ 
Y /=O k=/+l 
k-l 
X r;, ((Y-/l)!)-’ (-&)‘~‘Ak(t)U’r’(t)d~ 
+(27cni)-' j AJ- 1 exp(Ae) P-- ‘(A, t) 
Y 
xy i P(((k-l-l)!)-’ 
I=0 k=l+l 
X 
s 
,(/ (t-s-~)~-‘--‘A~(f) u’*)(s)ds) dA 
= Jjl( t, E) + Jj*( CT &). 
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By Proposition 3.2(e) it follows that IIJ,2(f, c)ll G Cl C;1-=, maxro.,i 
li~~(~)ll k ,6-j. Furthermore, 
J,,(t, 6) = (2ni). ’ j” L’- ’ exp (k) P- ‘(A, t) A,(r) u(t) dA 
Y 
+(2x$ ’ 1 A-’ exp(lc) P ‘(I,, t) 
1’ 
I, I 
x c (r!)-‘( -&)‘3.‘A,(r) u”‘(f) dj. 
I= I 
- (274 ’ [ I.‘- ’ exp(b) Pm ‘(A t) 
x 1 C (r!) ~‘lbk( -8)‘Ak(t) v”‘)(r) dj. 
r=lk=r 
+(2ni) ‘1 ipl exp(k) P I(;., t) 
x C 1 ((r--l)!) -‘(-E)~ ‘;.I ‘A,.(f)o”‘(r)dl. 
/=I ,=/ 
-(271i)-‘ j” A-~ exp(Ae) P- ‘(A, t) 
J’ 
x C C C ((r-l)!) ‘( -c)‘~ ‘2” ’ 
/=I ,=I k=r 
x Ak(f) dr’(t) dl= ‘f M,,(t. E). 
,=I 
By Proposition 3.2(e) it follows that 
II 1 
IIM,,(t, E)ll < CZE” ’ c lIar)ll,- I ,T;-= 0, 
r=O 
if iG { 1, 2,4}. On the other hand, by (HIV) it follows that there exists 
6 E R + such that V’E  10, S[, 3y,,, E X , , satisfying 
L,-~ I(&, 0th Yr.,) < 1, Y= l,..., n- 1. (5.9, 
Then, using residue theorem, 
411’) 12s 2-15 
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Mid4 El= -(2W’ j A’-’ exp(Ae) P- ‘(A, t) 
x c c (Y!)--‘(-&yik 
I= I k-r 
x cAkcf) u”‘(t) -Ak(f) Y,,,) di 
+ (274 ’ j /I’ ’ exp(&) Pi ‘(A, t) 
. 
x c 1 (Y!)-‘( --E)~ iskAk(t) yr,,, dib. 
r=l k=O 
By Proposition 3.2(e) and by (5.9) we easily get I/M13(t, &)I( 6 C3~n j. Quite 
analogously we get lIMis(r, E)I~ d C4e”+‘, thus proving that the integral 
(5.8) goes to zero as E -+ 0 + Then, by letting t: go to zero in (5.7) we get 
uP(r)=j’((2ni)-’ j 2’ exp(A(t -s)) P ‘(A, t) 
0 : 
x “cl (Ak(t)- Ah(s)) dk)(s) d2 ds, Vt]O, T], j=o ,...) n- 1, 
k=O 
which implies that 
A,(t) u(jJ(t)= j; ((2Zi) ’ [, i’exp(A(t-s))A,(t) P-‘(I1, t) 
II- I 
X ,c, cAktf) - Ak(S)) U(k)(S) d2) & 
since the last integral is absolutely convergent. It follows that 
By Gronwall’s inequality, it turns out that 
k;. IM!At) @‘(t)ll = 0, Vt E [0, T] so that u(“)(t) = 0, 
Vlt E [0, r]. The assertion then follows, keeping in mind that ~‘~‘(0) =O, 
Vh E {O,..., n - 1 }. 
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose Hypotheses (H I)-(H IV) hold true. Then 
problem (5.1) has at most one classical solution. 
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Proof: Suppose u is a classical solution of problem (5.1) with ,f= 0. Fix 
c E 10, T[ and set 
w,,(t) = c U,(t, E) u’“‘(e), I:<t<T. 
h = 0 
Since zP’(l:) 6 X, , , Vh E (0 ,..., n - 1 }, by Theorem 5.4. H’, is a strict 
solution in [c, 7‘1 of the following Cauchy problem 
(5.10) 
But obviously u is a strict solution in [c. T] of this problem, too; by 
Theorem 5.5 it then follows that 
u(t) = “C’ C/Jr, E) lP’(&), Vt c [i:, T]. (5.11 ) 
I, : 0 
If we let I: go to zero in (5.11), we get 
u(t) = “C’ U,( t, 0) zP’(O), t E 10, T]. 
I, = 0 
since 
“I’ U,,(t, F) zP(E)- “i’ U,,(t, 0) L&l”(O) 
I,- (1 h = 0 
= :‘z: U/,(f, E)(U”“(E) - u’“‘(0)) 
+“C 
I 
tu,,ct3 I:)- U,(f,O)) u’“‘(0) = “I’ I,,,( t, c) + 12( 1. c). 
Ii 0 ir -0 
Now, by Theorem 4.5(a), I,( t, c) -+ 0, as c --*O-t. On the other hand, as 
I,,,( t, t:) = i v, iz ,(t, t;)(A,(i:) d”‘(i:) -- <4,(E) zP”(0)) 
h-l,+1 
+ i’ v,,(t, T) &(T, C)(U’“‘(C) - U”“(o)) L/T. 
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we get, by Propositions 3.2(e) and 3.5 and by Hypothesis (H I), 
(Iz,h(t,E)II GC, i (t-&)“+h-k Ilu’h)(&)-u(h)(0)llh 
k=h+l 
+C,~‘(t-~)“~‘(r--~)~~‘d~ l~u’“‘(~)--~‘)(O)ll,, 
E 
6 C,(max{ T”- ‘, 1 } + B(n, ~7)) Ilu’“‘(~) - ~‘~‘(O)ll, -+ 0, 
as E + 0 +. The assertion is completely proved. 
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